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Review of Graph Comprehension Research:
Implications for Instruction
Priti Shah1,2 and James Hoeffner1
Graphs are commonly used in textbooks and educational software, and can
help students understand science and social science data. However, students
sometimes have difficulty comprehending information depicted in graphs.
What makes a graph better or worse at communicating relevant quantitative in-
formation? How can students learn to interpret graphs more effectively? This
article reviews the cognitive literature on how viewers comprehend graphs
and the factors that influence viewers’ interpretations. Three major factors
are considered: the visual characteristics of a graph (e.g., format, animation,
color, use of legend, size, etc.), a viewer’s knowledge about graphs, and a
viewer’s knowledge and expectations about the content of the data in a graph.
This article provides a set of guidelines for the presentation of graphs to stu-
dents and considers the implications of graph comprehension research for the
teaching of graphical literacy skills. Finally, this article discusses unresolved
questions and directions for future research relevant to data presentation and
the teaching of graphical literacy skills.
KEY WORDS: graphs; graphical displays; graph comprehension; science education; graphical
literacy.
Graphs are commonly used to depict mathematical functions, display
data from social and natural sciences, and specify scientific theories in text-
books and other print media in and out of the classroom (Kaput, 1987;
Lewandowsky and Behrens, 1999; Mayer, 1993). More recently, graphs have
played an important role in teaching quantitative and scientific concepts in
intelligent tutoring systems and other educational software (e.g., Nachmias
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and Linn, 1987; Quintana et al., 1999; Reiser et al., in press; Scardamalia
et al., 1994).
One of the reasons graphs are so pervasive is that they seem to make
quantitative information easy to understand (MacDonald-Ross, 1977;
Tversky, in press; Winn, 1987). Graphs and other visual displays can be
helpful in depicting a quantitative or scientific concept, particularly when
the concept is expressed explicitly in the display (Larkin and Simon, 1987;
Pinker, 1990). In some cases, however, the comprehension of graphs can be
effortful and error prone (e.g., Bell and Janvier, 1981; Carpenter and Shah,
1998; Culbertson and Powers, 1959; Maichle, 1994; Shah and Carpenter,
1995). School-aged children, and even adults, commonly make systematic
errors interpreting graphs, especially when graphs do not explicitly depict
the relevant quantitative information (Gattis and Holyoak, 1995; Guthrie
et al., 1993; Leinhardt et al., 1996; Shah et al., 1999; Shah and Carpenter,
1995; Vernon, 1946, 1950).
Consider, for example, the bar graph shown in Fig. 1. Shah et al. (1999)
studied participants’ interpretations of graphs similar to this one, which
is adapted from an American history textbook chapter on the Civil War
(Armento et al., 1991). The accompanying text indicates that the graph is
intended to show that in the decades preceding the war, the North was ur-
banizing but the South remained largely rural. Unfortunately, when shown
this graph, viewers rarely describe differences in the rate of urbanization in
Fig. 1. A graph adapted from an eighth grade history textbook (Armento, Nash, Salter,
and Wixson, 1991) that presents the population in the North and South leading up to
the Civil War.
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Fig. 2. A set of graphs that depict the identical quantitative information as in Fig. 1.
the North and South. Instead, viewers compare the relative populations in
each of the four categories (Urban South, Rural South, etc.) in each time
period. When the data were replotted to make the relevant trends more visu-
ally salient in the graphs in Fig. 2, viewers easily comprehended the relevant
quantitative information.
Why are some graphs relatively easy for viewers to comprehend for
a particular task, and other graphs more difficult? How do individual dif-
ferences in graph reading skill and domain knowledge influence the kinds
of interpretations that viewers give to graphs presented in texts? The first
goal of this paper is to present a review of the empirical literature on how
viewers interpret graphs and the factors that make graphs easy or difficult
to understand. The difficulty of comprehension is not merely a function of
characteristics of the graph itself but is also influenced by how those features
interact with the viewer’s knowledge and objective. The second goal of this
article is to discuss the implications of graph comprehension research for
designing of graphs for students and for teaching graphical literacy skills.
The scope of this review is limited, in two ways. First, it focuses on the
interpretation of graphs depicting meaningful data (the task when graphs are
“text adjuncts,” the focus of this special issue), generally in the context of
science and social science. Thus, this article does not review the large body
of research examining the understanding of mathematical functions and the
role of graphs in mathematics education.3 Second, research on graph inter-
pretation has taken place in a diverse variety of disciplines (Lewandowksy
3The reader is referred to an excellent review of students’ understanding of functions and
graphs by Leinhardt et al. (1990) for a more general review of graphs in educational contexts,
including thinking about mathematical functions.
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and Behrens, 1999), so it is impossible to cover all the research available. The
research presented here focuses on a representative sample of those studies
for which there are clear educational implications.
GRAPH COMPREHENSION
Task analyses of graph comprehension have identified three major com-
ponent processes (Bertin, 1983; Carpenter and Shah, 1998; Cleveland and
McGill, 1984, 1985; Kosslyn, 1989; Lohse, 1993; Pinker, 1990; Shah, in press).
First, viewers must encode the visual array and identify the important visual
features (such as a curved line). Encoding the visual information is influenced
in two ways by the visual characteristics of the display. Specifically, displays
may interact with the inherent biases and limitations of our perceptual ap-
paratus to affect both the accuracy of information encoding (e.g., Cleveland
and McGill, 1984, 1985; Legge et al., 1989; Spence, 1990) and the way in which
the information is grouped (e.g., Carpenter and Shah, 1998; Shah et al., 1999).
For example, viewers might encode absolute values more accurately for bar
graphs than for pie charts (Cleveland and McGill, 1985). Or, a set of data
points may be more likely to be “grouped” (into “Gestalt wholes”; Kosslyn,
1989) when they are connected by a line than when they are unconnected in
a bar graph.
Second, viewers must relate the visual features to the conceptual re-
lations that are represented by those features (Bertin, 1983; Kosslyn, 1989;
Pinker, 1990). Several factors influence what conceptual relations are in-
ferred from a visual display. One factor is the outcome of the first stage of
graph comprehension: the encoding of visual features. For example, if three
data points are grouped by being connected by a line, viewers are more likely
to characterize the relationship among those three data points than if they
are not grouped.
Even if viewers encode the relevant information accurately, their ability
to map between different visual features and the meaning of those features
may differ as a function of experience. In some cases, viewers may be able
to retrieve, via a simple pattern-matching process, what a particular visual
feature implies (e.g., a viewer knows that a curved line implies an accel-
erating relationship). In Pinker’s terms, knowledge about the mapping of
visual features to an interpretation is part of their graph schema, or general
knowledge about graphs (Pinker, 1990). When a visual feature does not au-
tomatically evoke a particular fact or relationship, then that information is
more difficult to comprehend (Cleveland, 1993; Kosslyn, 1989, 1994; Larkin
and Simon, 1987; Pinker, 1990; Shah et al., 1999; Stenning and Oberlander,
1995; Tversky, in press) and viewers may make an error in interpretation.
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In one study, for example, viewers accurately drew various features in line
graphs from memory, such as the distance between different lines on the
graph. However, the viewers did not know what the distances implied about
the quantitative relations they represented, and therefore were unable to
recognize the same data plotted in another graph (Shah and Carpenter,
1995).
Another factor that may influence the second component process is
the relative ease of some mappings between visual features and referents
compared with other mappings. The easiest mappings are probably rooted
in observations of, and experiences with, the physical world (Tversky, in
press). For example, vertically oriented bars may be better than horizon-
tally oriented bars in a graph when depicting quantities of physical material
because a greater quantity of items usually corresponds to a taller pile. Simi-
larly, horizontally oriented bars may be better for other dimensions for which
the horizontal dimension is more meaningful, such as in depicting data about
the distance traveled (Kosslyn, 1994).
The third component process of graph comprehension is that viewers
must determine the referent of the concepts being quantified (e.g., Popu-
lation, Rural South, etc.; in Fig. 1) and associate those referents to the en-
coded functions (Bertin, 1983). As discussed in more detail later, students’
and/or novices’ interpretations are often colored by their expectations of
the content (Shah, 1995; Shah and Shellhammer, 1999). In addition, young
students sometimes view graphs as representing literal pictures of situations
rather than abstract quantitative information (e.g., Leinhardt et al., 1990;
McDermott, Rosenquist, and vanZee, 1987; Preece, 1990).
These three processes imply that three factors play an important role in
determining a viewer’s interpretation of data: the characteristics of the visual
display (bar or line graph, color or black and white, etc.), knowledge about
graphs (graph schemas), and content (e.g., age vs. height, time vs. distance).
Below, we discuss research on these three factors and its implications for
instruction.
VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DISPLAY
Two-Dimensional Formats
A graph designer has the choice of many different formats that, as the
research outlined below suggests, can have differential impacts on viewers’
interpretations of data. One should keep in mind that any one experiment
can only compare particular instantiations of a graphical format and include
a relatively small number of possible interpretation tasks. Therefore, the best
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support for claims of format effect differences should come from agreement
among multiple studies.
Viewers are more likely to describe x–y trends (e.g., as x increases, y de-
creases) when viewing line graphs than when viewing bar graphs (Carswell
et al., 1993; Shah et al., 1999; Zacks and Tversky, 1999). Viewers are also
more accurate in retrieving x–y trend information from line graphs than
from bar graphs (Carswell and Wickens, 1987). Strikingly, even when two
discrete data points are plotted in a line graph, viewers (college students at
Stanford) sometimes describe the data as continuous. For example, a graph
reader may interpret a line that connects two data points representing male
and female height as saying, “The more male a person is, the taller he/she
is” (Zacks and Tversky, 1999). This emphasis on the x–y trends can lead
to incomplete interpretations of data when the data are complex (for ex-
ample, multiple lines on a display representing a third variable). In one
study in which viewers described such graphs, they focused entirely on the
x–y trends and therefore were frequently unable to recognize the same data
plotted when another variable was on the x axis (Shah and Carpenter, 1995).
For example, participants typically described just the effects of noise level
on achievement test scores when shown Fig. 3(a), but described the effects
of room temperature on achievement test scores when shown Fig. 3(b).
Whereas line graphs emphasize x–y trends, bar graphs emphasize dis-
crete comparisons (Carswell and Wickens, 1987; Shah et al., 1999; Zacks and
Tversky, 1999). Furthermore, bar graphs of multivariate data appear to be
less biasing than line graphs. Consider, for example, the bar graph in Fig. 4
that shows the same data as the line graphs in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Viewers are
Fig. 3. Two views of the same data set in which different variables are plotted as a function of
the x–y lines.
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Fig. 4. A bar graph of the same data shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b).
much less biased in their descriptions of the relationships in this bar graph
and describe the effects of room temperature and noise level on achievement
test scores equally often (Shah and Shellhammer, 1999).
Although bar graphs and line graphs are typically used for presenting
metric information about absolute scales, divided bar charts and pie charts
are frequently used for the presentation of proportion data. In general, pie
charts are more accurate for making part/whole judgments than divided bar
graphs are because divided bar graphs often require adding up information
from different parts of the bar (Simkin and Hastie, 1986). Thus, pie charts
are generally preferred over divided bar charts when the goal is for view-
ers to comprehend relative proportions (Kosslyn, 1994; Wilkinson, 1999).
However, divided bar charts may be better when absolute values as well as
proportions are important to communicate (Kosslyn, 1994).
In considering format, one important additional finding is that there is
a trade-off between the ability to accurately perceive specific quantitative
facts and the ability to get a more qualitative gist of relationships depicted
in the data. A table, for example, allows people to get single point values
most accurately but provides the least integrative information (Guthrie et al.,
1993).
In summary, line graphs are good for depicting x–y trends, bar graphs
for discrete comparisons, and pie charts for relative proportions. Thus, no
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Table I. Rank Ordering of Visual Dimensions Used to
Represent Quantitative Information Most Accurate
to Least Accuratea
Rank Visual dimension
1 Position along a common scale
2 Position along nonaligned scales
3 Length, direction, angle (tie)
4 Area
5 Volume, curvature (tie)
6 Shading, color saturation (tie)
aAdapted from Cleveland and McGill (1984).
graph format is necessarily better overall than any other format. Instead,
there is an interaction of task and graphic format, called the proximity
compatibility principle by Carswell and Wickens (1987; see also Simkin and
Hastie, 1986). Integrated, object-like displays (e.g., a line graph) are better
for integrative tasks, whereas more separable formats (e.g., bar graphs) are
better for less integrative or synthetic tasks such as point reading (Carswell
and Wickens, 1987).
It should be noted that the graphic formats considered here generally
follow one important guideline regarding the visual dimensions that should
be used to represent quantitative information. Bar graphs and line graphs
represent quantities in terms of spatial extent, whereas pie charts represent
quantities in terms of area or angle size. In principle, it is possible to represent
quantitative information with a number of other possible visual features,
such as color saturation. Both psychophysical studies (Cleveland and McGill,
1984, 1985) and theoretical analyses (Kubovy, 1981; Pinker, 1990) suggest a
ranking of the best possible visual dimensions, and both agree that spatial
extent or position is the best way to represent metric information accurately.
A summary of these rankings is presented in Table I.
Three-Dimensional Displays
Three-dimensional displays (depicting multivariate data) and anima-
tions depicting quantitative information are becoming more common in the
current computer graphics era. However, there has been relatively little
research on these types of displays. In one study that compared the use
of three-dimensional and two-dimensional scatterplot-like displays, three-
dimensional displays proved better than two-dimensional displays when
the questions required integrating information across all three dimensions
(Wickens et al., 1994). Another study (Shah, in press) examined the inter-
pretation of three-dimensional “wireframe” graphs, an example of which is
shown in Fig. 5(a)—next to a line graph depicting the same data in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 5. A three-dimensional wireframe graph and a line graph depicting the same data.
In this study, viewers were more likely to describe the relationships among
all three variables when viewing wireframe graphs than when viewing line
graphs (in which they focused on the x–y trends). Despite the potential
benefits of three-dimensional displays, the use of three-dimensional linear
perspective drawings can degrade or occlude information (Merwin et al.,
1994). In our study, for example, viewers were inaccurate on tasks requiring
reading individual data points in wireframe graphs, and were less likely to
be familiar with how to interpret such displays (Shah, in press).
Animation
The implicit assumption behind the use of animation is that it is an ideal
medium for communicating complex information, especially temporal infor-
mation (e.g., quantitative trends over time). However, there is little empirical
research on animation in the context of graphs, and the little that has been
conducted has focused on the interpretation of fairly complex graphs depict-
ing multivariate data for professionals such as statisticians. Some possible
benefits of animation have been found for such specialized contexts. For ex-
ample, motion cues can help people perceive the three-dimensional structure
of graphs (Becker et al., 1988) and animation may help viewers identify clus-
ters of data in very limited circumstances in three-dimensional “pointclouds”
(or three-dimensional scatterplots; Marchark and Marchak, 1991). Despite
the possible benefits for the specialized tasks for which animation has been
empirically examined, other researchers suggest that animation may also
have harmful effects. Users of animation software for information visual-
ization, describing their own experiences, claimed they had difficulty com-
prehending animated relationships and trends (Huber, 1987; Stuezle, 1987).
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Furthermore, evidence from studies examining the interpretation of anima-
tions (not in the context of graphs) suggests that the perception of animation
is often difficult and error prone (Hegarty et al., 1999; Morrison et al., 2000).
In general, more research on the role of animation for graphs of quantitative
information is needed before strong conclusions are drawn.
Other Perceptual Features
In addition to global decisions about the general format, a graph de-
signer can choose a number of additional visual features, the most common
being color, size, and aspect ratio (ratio of length to width).
Color
Color can be used to represent metric information (e.g., the closer to
red the greater the debt, or the deeper the color saturation the higher the
population) or to mark variables (e.g., the red bars represent girls and the
blue bars represent boys; Brockmann, 1991; Cleveland and McGill, 1985;
Hoffman et al., 1993). However, color does not accurately represent pre-
cise quantitative information (Cleveland and McGill, 1985) and may even
be misleading when used for continuous data. For example, certain colors
are more likely to be interpreted as “higher” or “lower” in displays such
as contour plots, influencing how well viewers are able to imagine these
plots three-dimensionally. Furthermore, colors may be interpreted as repre-
senting categorical data even when they are intended to convey continuous
information (Phillips, 1982).
However, color has certain benefits. One major use of color can be to
group elements in a display. For example, color can help viewers group data
in scatterplots (Lewandowsky and Spence, 1989); for example, different col-
ors can be used for “boys” and “girls” in a scatterplot of height versus age.
Similarly, if two pieces of data in separate graphs (such as two pie charts) are
compared, they are more likely grouped if they are the same color (Kosslyn,
1994). Another potential benefit of color is to reduce the difficulty viewers
face in keeping track of graphic referents because of the demands imposed
on working memory (e.g., remembering that the line with open circles rep-
resents a temperature of 70◦ in Figs. 6(a) and (b); Fisher, 1982; Kosslyn,
1994; Schmid, 1983). Indeed, in a recent study examining viewers’ eye fixa-
tions as they interpreted graphs, we showed that viewers must continuously
reexamine the labels to refresh their memory (Carpenter and Shah, 1998).
If those dimensions are represented with a meaningful color choice, such
as red for warmer temperatures and blue for cooler temperatures, it might
help viewers keep track of variable names (Brockman, 1991). Of course,
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Fig. 6. A line graph in which the referents are labeled (a), and a line graph that uses a legend
(or key) rather than labels (b).
the use of semantically related features is highly dependent on assump-
tions shared by the graphic designer and graph reader. For example, green
means profitable for financial managers but infected for health care workers
(Brockmann, 1991). Nonetheless, the use of semantically related features
may be especially beneficial when presenting graphs to children, who, in
general, have fewer working memory resources than adults (Halford et al.,
1998). In conclusion, color can provide helpful cues especially with respect
to helping viewers keep track of quantitative referents, but is inadequate as
the only source of precise quantitative information.
Legend (or Key) vs. Labels
Another choice a graph designer makes is whether to use a legend (or
key) or to directly label graph features (such as lines and bars) according
to their referents. Because legends or keys require that graph readers keep
referents in memory, legends pose special demands on working memory;
see, for example Fig. 6(b). Thus, the conventional wisdom is that graph de-
signers should avoid using legends (except when labels would lead to too
much visual clutter) and instead label graph features directly with their ref-
erents (Kosslyn, 1994) as in Fig. 6(a). Again, this advice may be particularly
important when presenting graphs to children.
The “Third” Dimension
One commonly used perceptual characteristic is a third “spatial” di-
mension (that does not convey additional information) when used in a
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Fig. 7. A bar graph depicting the same data as in Fig. 4, but
using extraneous depth cues.
two-variable graph. An example is the use of three-dimensional bars in a bar
graph (see Fig. 7). Such graphs are commonly used in the media (Spence,
1990; Tufte, 1983) and are also fairly common in textbooks. Generally, the
a priori advice is that additional, noninformative features are unhelpful and
often distracting. Tufte (1983) even labeled an added third dimension as an
example of chart junk and recommended keeping it to a minimum. Indeed,
some studies have found that the accuracy of reading point values or mak-
ing comparisons between data points from “three-dimensional” displays is
slightly lower than for two-dimensional equivalents (Fischer, 2000; Zacks
et al., 1998). However, other studies show little or no difference in the ac-
curacy or speed of making comparison judgments (Carswell et al., 1991;
Spence, 1990), at least from memory (Zacks et al., 1998). In addition, view-
ers sometimes express preference for these three-dimensional displays (Levy
et al., 1996).
Density of Data (Graph Size) and Aspect Ratio
The density of a data set can also affect the perception of graphs. Viewers
often mentally exaggerate the magnitude of correlations in scatterplots when
the data appear dense (Cleveland et al., 1982; Lauer and Post, 1989). This
exaggeration occurs when the graph’s perceived density is increased either
adding data points, or reducing the graph’s size. Similarly, the aspect ratio of
a graph can have an influence on the patterns that viewers identify. Cleveland
(1993), for example, argues that viewers can most easily detect cyclical pat-
terns when an aspect ratio that makes the curve closest to 45◦ is used.
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KNOWLEDGE ABOUT GRAPHS
Viewers’ knowledge and expectations affect how they encode and re-
member pictures and diagrams. For example, verbal labels distort viewers’
memory for ambiguous pictures (Carmichael et al., 1932). More recent evi-
dence suggests that viewers have schemas for graphs and maps that can dis-
tort their representations of them. For example, college students in one study
were asked to draw line graphs from memory. They distorted the lines and
drew them as being closer to 45◦ than the lines originally were (Schiano and
Tversky, 1992; Tversky and Schiano, 1989). When they were told that the
same display depicted a map, however, they distorted the lines so that they
were closer to 0◦ or 90◦. This suggests that a viewer’s memory for data is
distorted by general expectations about visually presented data. In the case
of graphs, viewers have a canonical graph schema that tends to favor 45◦
lines rather than steeper or flatter lines.
Viewers have other expectations about graphical information that can
also lead to systematic interpretation errors. For example, viewers typically
expect dependent variables to be plotted as a function of the y axis in a
line graph, and causal or independent variables to be plotted as a function
of the x axis. When the dependent variable is plotted on the y axis, as is
typical of most graphs, steeper slopes imply faster change rates. If a graph
that violates this constraint is presented to graph viewers, college students
often misinterpret the meaning of the slopes, incorrectly assuming that the
steeper line represents a faster change rate (Gattis and Holyoak, 1995). Thus,
viewers’ knowledge about the mapping between slope and rate of change
can lead to interpretation errors.
Elementary-school–aged graph viewers also make a similar error called
the slope–height confusion. In this case, the viewer erroneously assumes that
greater slope implies higher value, rather than different rate of change (Bell
and Janvier, 1981). In this error, viewers whose task is to report on which
line represents a greater rate of change, represented in terms of the slope of
two lines, focus instead on the relative heights of the two lines.
Finally, I identified a related error made by novice college student graph
viewers (Shah, 1995). In this study, I plotted three-variable data in line graphs
such as the ones in Figs. 8(a) and (b). In Fig. 8(a) there is a systematic
relationship between drunk drivers and car accidents, but in Fig. 8(b) there is
no systematic relationship between drunk drivers and car accidents (because
for each value of drunk driving in the graph there are multiple values of car
accidents and vice versa). However, novice graph viewers often do not have
the knowledge in their graph schemas to recognize that the two variables in
Fig. 8(b) are independent. Therefore, they frequently included the statement,
“As drunk drivers increase, car accidents increase” in their descriptions of
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Fig. 8. The figure at left (a) shows a conventionally plotted graph that is consistent with most
viewers’ expectations of the causal relations between these variables. At right (b) the x and
y axes are reversed.
the data in both graphs. Thus, novice viewers relied on their prior knowledge
about the content rather than the information depicted in the graph. Experts
rarely made this error.
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CONTENT
The drunk driver study described above (Shah, 1995) suggests an ad-
ditional factor that influences viewers’ interpretations of graphs. In that
study, viewers made systematic errors in interpretation only when their prior
knowledge was inconsistent with information in the graph. Thus, viewers’
knowledge about content also influences their data interpretations.
Viewers’ expectations about data have long been known to affect their
interpretations. In a classic study, Lord et al. (1979) gave people descriptions
of studies that either supported or refuted their own prior beliefs about
controversial topics like the death penalty. Overall, participants were more
likely to notice problems in studies that were inconsistent with their beliefs
than in studies that were consistent with their beliefs. Similarly, viewers’
interpretations of graphically presented data are also influenced by their be-
liefs and expectations. Several studies, for example, have shown that viewers’
estimation of correlations or covariation between variables is influenced by
prior beliefs. That is, when viewers believe that two variables are related to
one another (such as height and weight), they overestimate the correlation
compared with when they have no prior expectations about those variables
(e.g., Freedman and Smith, 1996; Jennings et al., 1982).
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Not only does the type of data influence viewers’ quantitative estimates,
but also their qualitative interpretations. In a recent study (Shah, in press),
college undergraduates described graphs that depicted either familiar rela-
tionships (e.g., number of car accidents, number of drunk drivers, and traffic
density) or graphs that depicted unfamiliar relationships (e.g., ice cream
sales, fat content, and sugar content).4 Overall, viewers were more likely to
make inferences about general trends (main effects) when viewing graphs
with familiar relationships than when viewing graphs with unfamiliar rela-
tionships. In another study, Shah and Shellhammer (1999) found that less-
skilled graph viewers had more difficulty than highly skilled graph viewers
in identifying general trends.5
Elementary-aged students are perhaps the most influenced by a graph’s
content. One common error is that viewers interpret abstract representations
of data as an iconic representation of a real event (Bell and Janvier, 1981;
Janvier, 1981; Leinhardt et al., 1990; Preece, 1990). For example, students
might misinterpret a graph representing the speed of a racecar to mean the
position of the racecar on a track (Janvier, 1981). This error is particularly
common in contexts for which there is an obvious iconic interpretation, usu-
ally when the graph is meant to represent change (such as growth, speed) and
the concrete interpretation is the value on some dimension (such as height
instead of growth, location instead of speed). Although young graph read-
ers (until around fifth grade) make this error frequently, minimal graphing
instruction helps viewers overcome this error (Leinhardt et al., 1990).
The studies above suggest that graph viewers are better at understand-
ing graphs with some types of content compared with other types of content,
such as those representing change. In related studies, students have the most
difficulty with graphs depicting acceleration, followed by graphs depicting
velocity. Viewers have the easiest time comprehending graphs depicting dis-
tance or position. In addition, viewers often have difficulty translating be-
tween these types of graphs (Clement, 1985, as cited in Leinhardt et al.,
1990). Another factor is that students are much better at dealing with data
in which time is one of the dimensions. One possibility is that time is eas-
ier to understand than other variables because often the variables used in
instructional contexts are time-dependent (Leinhardt et al., 1990).
Together, these studies suggest that peoples’ knowledge of the content
in graphs has an influence on their interpretations of, and memory for, data.
Furthermore, several studies suggest that this is especially true for novice
graph viewers who often do not have the graph schemas necessary to over-
come the strong influence of their own content knowledge. This might be
4Viewers’ expectations were determined by pretesting of our materials on a different, but
similar population.
5As identified by their scores on the Test of Graphing in Science (McKenzie and Padilla, 1986).
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particularly problematic in the context of science and social science, where
a critical evaluation of the information in graphs, rather than mere fact re-
trieval, is often crucial (Hunter et al., 1987; Lehrer and Romberg, 1996).
IMPLICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTION
The research reviewed in this article addresses two major educational
goals. First, how can quantitative data be displayed effectively so that
students can understand the relevant quantitative information? Second,
what learning activities help students gain graphical literacy skills neces-
sary to draw accurate quantitative and theoretical conclusions from the data
in different graphical displays? Implications related to these two goals are
outlined below.
Implications for Data Display
Below are the major principles of graph design implied by the research
reviewed in this article. For additional advice, the reader is referred to
Kosslyn (1994) and Tufte (1983).
1. Choose the format depending on the communication goal. Specifi-
cally, use line graphs for trends, bar graphs for discrete data, pie
charts for percent data, divided bar charts when both absolute and
percent data are relevant, and three-dimensional displays when inte-
grating information is important but exact metric information is less
important.
2. Use multiple formats to communicate the same data. Because different
displays make different information salient, plotting the same data
in multiple formats may be beneficial if there are multiple quantita-
tive facts to be communicated, especially when the data are complex
(e.g., a table to make exact quantities readable and a line graph to
communicate a trend). Using multiple displays may have an instruc-
tional value as well; students may be able to build on prior knowledge
and graph skills to form graph schemas relevant to novel or unfamil-
iar graph formats.
3. Use the “best” visual dimensions to convey metric information when-
ever possible. Follow the rankings of Cleveland and McGill (1985)
shown in Table I to choose the best visual dimensions for represent-
ing quantity, but keep in mind that the ideal format is also a function
of task (Simkin and Hastie, 1986).
4. Use animation with caution. Although some research suggests
that animation has benefits for complex scientific visualization
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tasks, other studies suggest that the comprehension of animation
is difficult.
5. Reduce working memory demands. Keeping track of referents is a
cognitively demanding task. Use meaningful colors, symbols, and
labeling lines or bars, rather than legends, to reduce cognitive load.
In addition, minimize the amount of information conveyed in any
individual graph.
6. Choose colors carefully. Use different colors that are well separated
in the spectrum when communicating categorical information. Use
saturation or darkness of the same colors for more continuous data
if necessary (but, if possible, use spatial extent for continuous data).
7. The “third” dimension is okay unless precise metric information is
needed. Differences in accuracy in perceiving “3D” bars are mini-
mally different from “2D” bars, and they are sometimes considered
visually appealing.
8. Choose aspect ratio and data density (graph size) carefully. Viewers’
interpretations of data are frequently influenced by the aspect ratio
(relative height and width) or data density (of scatterplots, typically).
Consider what size/aspect ratio communicates the main point with-
out misleading the audience.
9. Make graphs and text consistent. Novice graph viewers often do not
have the graph knowledge necessary to map between visual features
and meaning. Describing the main point of the graph in the text
in a format consistent with the graph might guide their interpreta-
tions. In addition, novice graph viewers are frequently influenced by
their own prior knowledge. If data are inconsistent with prior knowl-
edge, highlight the data in the text or caption so that the viewer is
alerted.
Implications for Teaching Graphical Literacy
The research reviewed in this article also has implications for teach-
ing graphical literacy skills. Although some conclusions can be drawn di-
rectly from the research, others listed here are more indirect implications of
research.
1. Graphical literacy skills should be taught in the context of science and
social science. Graph viewers are highly influenced by context in their
interpretations of data, and students taught about graph reading in an
abstract context may not be able to apply graph reading knowledge to
real contexts in which their beliefs or expectations might influence
their interpretations. An added benefit to teaching graphs in the
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context of science and social science is that students may also learn
that graphs are a tool for critically evaluating data, not just a tool for
information delivery.
2. Translating between representations may be beneficial. The effect of
format on viewers’ interpretations of data suggests that activities that
allow students to translate from one representation to another may
enhance their ability to link visual feature information to the relevant
quantitative information, and therefore be able to interpret graphs
more easily.
3. Explicitly focus on the links between visual features and meaning.
Just as in the mathematics classroom, where there is an empha-
sis on understanding the mapping between equations and graphs
(e.g., Leinhardt et al., 1990), it may be beneficial to have students
explicitly focus on the mapping between visual features and mean-
ing in other contexts. One such context is fostered by Model-it is,
a software for scientific modeling and simulation. In this software,
students can manipulate either text (e.g., “As air pollution increases,
water pollution increases vs. water pollution increases a lot”) or a
graph (e.g., with a greater or lesser slope) to explicitly learn the
mapping between the graph and the statements (Jackson, Stratford,
Krajcik, and Solloway, in press).
4. Make graph reading metacognitive. Many of the errors in graph read-
ing, such as interpreting data iconically or being misled by prior ex-
pectations, may be reduced by training viewers to think of graph
reading as an interpretation and evaluation task as opposed to a
mere fact retrieval task.
REMAINING QUESTIONS
Despite the relatively large body of research on graph comprehension,
a number of questions remain. First, most cognitive research on graphs has
focused on graph comprehension, rather than graph construction (especially
outside of the mathematics context; Leinhardt et al., 1990). There are a
number of questions about how students with different levels of expertise
construct graphs. For example, what kinds of errors are made in constructing
graphs? Do students choose different kinds of graph formats depending on
the goal (to communicate specific facts, to test a hypothesis, etc.), or are they
biased to use familiar formats? Students’ abilities to construct graphs, and
how this relates to their ability to comprehend graphs, is particularly relevant
for project- or design-based science activities in which students create graphs
of data that they collect.
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A related question concerns metaknowledge about graphs in science
and social science. For example, do students recognize the potential of mis-
leading graphs? How might one foster a student’s ability to think critically
about the data presented in graphs, rather than to merely retrieve informa-
tion presented in them? What do students think about the uses or benefits
of graphs? In a recent pilot study of middle-school students’ conceptions of
graphs, I found that most students recognized the communicative function
of graphs. However, graphs were less commonly viewed as a tool for think-
ing about data, for example, to see if data are consistent with hypotheses
or to test a model. What kinds of activities might foster students’ thinking
about graphs in terms of scientific reasoning? One possibility is that the
use of graphs embedded in larger science or social science activities may
lead students not only to a better ability to interpret graphs but also a bet-
ter understanding of the function of graphs in science and social science
(see Lehrer and Romberg, 1996, for an example).
Finally, given that we have highlighted the importance of graph com-
prehension as a science or social science reasoning process, rather than as
a fact retrieval process, the role of graphs in scientific reasoning needs to
be examined in greater detail. How might different ways of presenting data
promote or inhibit different kinds of scientific reasoning? One component
of expertise in scientific reasoning is the ability to think about data by re-
lating the data directly to theories, conclusions, hypotheses, or explanations
(e.g., Schunn and Anderson, 1999). When interpreting graphs, are expert
graph readers more likely to provide explanations, rather than mere descrip-
tions of graphs? How might we foster students’ ability to explain, rather than
merely describe information in a graph? One possibility that we are currently
examining is whether tasks in which students are asked to draw graphs pre-
dicting results based on certain theories may promote their later ability to
explain data and relate data to theories and hypotheses.
Another component of scientific reasoning is the ability to ask the right
questions, and to design experiments that test the right questions (Schunn
and Anderson, 1999). Do certain kinds of data displays support reason-
ing about the right questions? Many of the current approaches to teaching
scientific inquiry skills incorporate various types of data displays (either con-
structed by the students or presented to them), and there are several possible
benefits to some of these activities. In BGuILE, for example (Reiser et al.,
in press), the overarching goal is to teach students about scientific reasoning
in the context of evolution. Students form and test hypotheses about why
certain characteristics of animals survived via evolution and others did not.
One aspect of BGuILE is that the data are plotted in scatterplots, and stu-
dents can select data points or sets of data points in which an animal has
certain features or sets of features. It is possible that the interactive features
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of this display highlight the possible questions that students might ask, and
thus promote their scientific reasoning skills. An important remaining ques-
tion is how might different features, especially interactive features in which
the data are not merely presented but manipulated, promote thinking about
data.
In summary, three classes of factors have been shown to affect the in-
terpretation of graphs: (1) the characteristics of the visual display, (2) the
viewer’s knowledge of graphical schemas and conventions, and (3) the con-
tent of the graph and the viewer’s prior knowledge and expectations about
that content. Research on graph interpretation can be used to help develop
guidelines for the design of graphs as text adjuncts or in educational software,
as well as for the teaching of graphical literacy skills.
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